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Abstract
A narrative paradox occurs when the suspension of disbelief falters due to tension between
the urgency of the narrative and agency used by the player to pursue non-narrative activities.
In this paper, we do a close reading on the video game Persona 5 to examine which elements
are utilised to limit or avoid narrative paradoxes. The analysis consisted of categorising the
game’s events, whereafter a few non-obligatory events from the game were chosen for an
in-depth analysis. This served to find out which desire: agency, urgency, or both, the events
motivate through its narrative. We introduce the concept of the Plot Bubble as a tool with
which to create narrative structures that are less prone to causing narrative paradoxes when
combined with relevant narrative elements. The narrative structure and elements of Persona 5
are used as practical examples of how such design choices can motivate the player to act in
accordance with the narrative context, as well as to support this desire through the actions
available in the game world.

Key words: player agency, narrative urgency, narrative paradox, motivation, plot bubble,
Persona 5, time



Sammandrag
En narrativ paradox inträffar när ens upphävande av misstro fallerar på grund av en spänning
mellan narrativets brådskande karaktär och behörigheten som spelaren har för att utöva
icke-narrativa aktiviteter. I denna text gör vi en närläsning av TV-spelet Persona 5 för att
undersöka vilka element som används för att begränsa eller undvika narrativa paradoxer.
Analysen bestod utav en kategorisering av spelets händelser och därefter valdes några få
icke-obligatoriska händelser från spelet till en djupgående analys. Detta tjänade till att ta reda
på vilken begäran: spelarens behörighet, narrativets brådskande karaktär, eller båda,
händelserna motiverar genom dess narrativ. Vi introducerar konceptet intrigbubbla som ett
verktyg till att skapa narrativa strukturer som är mindre benägna att orsaka narrativa
paradoxer i kombination med relevanta narrativa element. Den narrativa strukturen och
verktygen i Persona 5 används som praktiska exempel för hur sådana designval kan motivera
spelaren att agera i enlighet med den narrativa kontexten, samt att stödja denna begäran
genom handlingarna som finns tillgängliga i spelvärlden.

Nyckelord: spelarbehörighet, narrativets brådskande karaktär, narrativ paradox, motivation,
intrigbubbla, Persona 5, tid
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1 Introduction
Video games differ from other narrative media due to its interactive nature, which influences
the narrated story, as described by Anyó (2015). Gjøl et al (2019) have identified a problem
regarding narrative in games where the narratives can be inconsequential when they progress
isolated from coherent temporal aspects. This, in turn, affects the possibility for pacing and
experiencing a dramatic arc. They also introduce the concept of “narrative urgency” and
specify that agency is the potential to act in interactive narratives and that urgency is the
desire to do so in a narrative context. Many games give their players agency over what to do
and when. We want to investigate how games can be designed to keep narrative urgency
while giving the player agency by analysing Persona 5 (Atlus, 2016), which we believe has
accomplished this. The analysis was conducted with the help and through the use of
established frameworks.

The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (CD Projekt, 2015) is an example of a game with high agency,
wherein the player takes on the role of Geralt of Rivia in a role-playing game (RPG) with a
multitude of characters, many of whom will play their part in the narrative differently based
on the player’s actions. The game provides an open world with a plethora of side quests that
can be accepted during any point of the game. These side quests don’t have any major impact
on the main story, but give the player helpful boons upon completion. Geralt’s goal is to find
a woman named Ciri, whom he raised, before beings known as the Wild Hunt find her.
However, the player can still choose to spend as much time as they wish doing other
activities, such as playing cards or participating in horse riding competitions. The passing of
in-game days has no effect on the characters’ urgency, nor the danger Ciri is in, which results
in the world seemingly standing still until the player decides to interact with the involved
characters.

“The problem arises when the agency afforded to the players leads them to pursue
non-narrative activities, which ‘put the story on hold’” (Gjøl et al., 2019). This disconnect
between time and actions has become a topic of interest regarding players’ ability to feel
agency in regards to the narrative in such games. King et al. (2006) argue that players are
generally willing to suspend their disbelief in order to be immersed. However, inconsistencies
in the game world remind players that the world is constructed. Players have to actively
ignore those gaps to remain immersed. Brown (2012) mentions that despite the
inconsistencies that a game may have, taking on the game-playing-role that the game offers
means that you accept it when pretending that the world is real. The author argues that
accepting such game-playing-roles is an ineffective and inefficient way for players to play
games, but is nonetheless what they have to do in order to avoid experiencing ludo-narrative
dissonance. “Narrative paradox” is another term for a user experience that is unsatisfactory in
regards to immersion and agency in a narrative context. This issue is mitigated in certain
games through design instead of allowing the player to use their agency to pursue activities
not related to the narrative. One game which we believe does this is Persona 5, wherein
actions pass time in relation to the narrative regardless of whether or not that action is
connected to the main scenario or non-obligatory activities. The short term goals of Persona
5 are presented as deadlines for when a certain amount of main story progress will need to
have been completed. The deadline system is utilised in a way that progresses the plot but
does not take away player agency. Many actions that the player decides to do with the agency
given to them, as well as how the deadlines are used narratively, makes sense in the story.
The plot is linear, though the player is presented with many choices in regards to how they
wish to pass their time and making progress in one of the game’s mandatory Palaces, a
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story-dungeon of sorts, can be done at any time. This will, however, result in less time being
available for strengthening the social life of the protagonist.

This paper will use Millard’s (2016) levels of agency, Hansen and Valentin’s (2019)
Agency/Urgency framework, and Lankoski and Björk’s (2015) Formal Analysis of Gameplay
method to break down the game systems of Persona 5. The purpose of this approach is to
contribute a way that game systems which provide high agency can simultaneously provide
urgency for players. We expect to find examples where the game contradicts Roth et al.’s
(2018) idea that a narrative paradox occurs when the player acts while the narrative is being
strictly controlled. This research could help game designers who wish to create agency in a
cohesive and believable world without limiting players’ actions, and would do so by showing
that urgency can arise from the agency provided by a game’s state, rather than having the
urgency be limited by the agency.

Research Question
What elements are used in Persona 5 to limit narrative paradoxes?
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2 Background
This section serves as an introduction to elements of Persona 5’s story that may be useful in
understanding the context of who and what is involved in the analysis. It is a recommended
read for those who are unfamiliar with Persona 5 or wish to know which part of the game is
our focus. The validity of doing a close reading of Persona 5 to answer the posed question, as
well as the background of the fields of research, is also presented.

2.1 Summary of Persona 5

Persona 5 is an RPG developed by P-Studio. The game was initially released in 2016, with a
world-wide release in 2017. The information presented in this paper is solely from Persona 5,
except for the in-game captures that are from Persona 5 Royal (Atlus, 2019), which is an
enhanced version of the original game. Persona 5: Strikers (Atlus, 2020) and all other
Persona games will be excluded from this paper, however.

The following sections will list key concepts, characters, and background information for the
beginning of the game that may be helpful in understanding the coming analysis.

2.1.1 Key concepts

● Persona - Personas are companions that help the characters fight enemies inside
Palaces and exist only within them.

● The Phantom Thieves - A group consisting of Joker, Morgana, Ryuji, and Ann.
Several other characters join throughout the game.

● Palace - Locations where the playable characters can use their Personas to fight
enemies. The name of the first Palace is Kamoshida’s Palace.

● Treasure - Found at the end of a Palace. Stealing the treasure is the goal of the Palace
and is accomplished after beating the boss (in this case Kamoshida). Kamoshida’s
Treasure materialises only after a Calling Card is sent by the Phantom Thieves.

● Calling Card - A Calling Card is used to alert someone that their treasure is about to
be stolen. This results in the Treasure materialising in the Palace.

● Daily Life - Non-obligatory activities that can raise Social Stats or earn the player
money, amongst other things.

● Confidant - Certain supporting - and playable - characters are Confidants. There are
ranks between 1-10 for Confidants, displaying how close your relationship is. Most
characters’ ranks are raised by spending time with them, while others are raised as the
story progresses.

● Present time - An interrogation room where Sae interrogates Joker, who is held
captive. Scenes in the present occur when Joker forms a bond with a Confidant or
when Sae first asks about the individuals whom he changed the heart of (in this case
Kamoshida).

● Social Stats - Joker’s five Social Stats are primarily increased by doing Daily Life
activities. Raising them is required to interact with certain Confidants.

● Activities - The player can act freely during the afternoons (after school) and evenings
of each day. Doing an activity that passes time in the afternoon progresses time to the
evening, and doing the same in the evening progresses time to the following day.
Certain activities are only available during one of these periods. Events may still
happen during early mornings and nights, however.

2.1.2 Key characters
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Fig 1. Joker

Joker is the game’s protagonist and leader
of the Phantom Thieves. He’s controlled
by the player. Joker is his codename, while
his real name is chosen by the player.

Fig 2. Morgana

Morgana is one of the player’s party
members. He’s a talking cat that Joker
carries in his bag and a member of the
Phantom Thieves.

Fig 3. Ryuji

Ryuji is one of the player’s party members.
He goes to the same school as Joker and is
together with him the first time they enter
a palace. He’s a member of the Phantom
Thieves and the player can spend time
with him as a Confidant.

Fig 4. Ann

Ann is one of the player’s party members.
She’s a classmate of Joker and a member
of the Phantom Thieves.

Fig 5. Kamoshida

Kamoshida is the volleyball coach at the
school that Joker, Ryuji, and Ann go to. He
is the game’s antagonist, whose goal is to
expel Joker and Ryuji.

Fig 6. Sojiro

Sojiro is Joker’s guardian and one of the
game’s supporting characters. The player
can spend time with him as a Confidant.
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Fig 7. Takemi

Takemi is the owner of a local clinic and
one of the game’s supporting characters.
The player can spend time with her as a
Confidant if they have high enough Social
Stats.

Fig 8. Sae

Sae is a Public Prosecutor and one of the
game’s supporting characters. The game
briefly flashforwards to the present once
the player unlocks a new Confidant,
wherein she attempts to find out the
identity of that Confidant

2.1.3 The story’s first arc
Persona 5 begins with Joker, the main character, attempting to flee from a casino as he’s
being hunted down by security guards. The police, however, are waiting outside and manage
to restrain him before he escapes. Joker is then taken to an interrogation room where he is
drugged and beaten. Eventually, a Public Prosecutor named Sae enters the room, whereafter a
line of questioning begins. The majority of the game takes place in a flashback as Joker
describes and thinks back on the events that led up to that point. The player finds out that
Joker had previously been falsely convicted of assault, which led to him being enrolled in a
new school in Tokyo, and had to live at the café of his new guardian,Sojiro. The protagonist
becomes associated with his new classmate, Ryuji, on his way to school. The two of them,
however, find themselves by the drawbridge of a castle rather than outside the school gate.
This is the game’s introduction to Palaces, wherein Joker, Ryuji, and later Ann, each discover
companions known as Personas. They find Morgana, a cat-like creature, inside the Palace,
who also wields a Persona. Morgana teaches the party that the Palace has been formed by the
distorted desires of Kamoshida, the school’s corrupt volleyball coach, who cognitively sees
the school as a castle where he rules. Kamoshida is known for physically abusing those
whom he coaches, as well as sexually harassing female students. Morgana informs the party
that Kamoshida will have a change of heart and confess his crimes if his “Treasure”, which
lies protected at the end of his Palace, is stolen. An event in the real world puts both Ryuji
and Joker in danger of being expelled by Kamoshida unless they manage to change his heart
before the approaching board meeting. The analysis of Persona 5 will be limited to this first
part of the game.

2.2 Literature review

Our initial reason for choosing to analyse Persona 5 was due to what we considered a unique
approach to handling agency and the flow of narrative. We had both played the game quite
extensively, and decided we knew enough about it to do an analysis. The plot of Persona 5 is
linear and can therefore not be changed by the player’s choices. We, however, argue that the
relevance of the game remains due to how the game presents the narrative through
non-obligatory events. We wished to be unbiased in our analysis of Persona 5 and therefore
chose to use existing methods and frameworks from previous research in our data gathering.
This allows us to motivate why certain aspects work well in Persona 5, while providing
reasoning as to why other aspects do not.
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3 Theoretical framework
This section details the existing methods and frameworks that were used to conduct the
analysis. The research which has been mentioned thus far is further detailed and elaborated
upon. Not all terms are used in the analysis, but aim to give context to the theory of which it
is part of.

3.1 Player Agency

Agency is defined as “the ability to take action or to choose what action to take” (Cambridge,
n.d.). A player’s agency within a game’s narrative is then their ability to act using a game’s
mechanics and systems (Harrell and Zhu, 2009). Encouraging agency in players requires the
design of the game to advocate for the actions that can be used, and for those actions to
convey the impact they have in the world (Wardrip-Fruin et al., 2009). The authors argue that
these are major issues that designers must overcome to motivate agency in players. Murray
(1997, as cited in Wardrip-Fruin et al., 2009) argues that a player’s actions must not only
have an effect on the world, but also come from their desire to act, before a game can have
true agency. This means that more available actions will not, by itself, increase a player’s
sense of agency. Motivating a player to act will, however, increase agency. This can also be
supported by Fendt et al. (2012) and their conclusion that a player will get a sense of agency
as long as their choices are acknowledged, even when it does not have an impact on the story.
Another term to describe this is “illusion of choice”.

Millard (2016) presents a scale for what level of agency players are given based on the
mechanisms that are in play:

          Table 1. The five levels of agency

Level of Agency Description Mechanism

Full agency The player is only restricted by
the game mechanics or the
topology of the world.

Topology (Open Worlds)
Normal Game Mechanics

Influenced
agency

The player’s actions are
influenced by the designer’s
direction/misdirection or the
topology of the world.

Direction/Misdirection
Topology (Encourage)

Partial agency The designer grants a limited
number of actions that the
player can choose from.

Control (Quick Time Events)
Patterns (Split/Joins)
Patterns (Mirrorworlds)
Topology (Restrict)

False agency The player believes their
actions have a more significant
effect than they do.

Illusion of Choice
Agnostic Characters

No agency The player loses all agency. Control (Cutscenes)

Source: Millard (2016)
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Millard’s (2018) examples of how the mechanisms can be used:

● Topology (Open world): Use landscapes at the edge of maps to limit travel.
● Normal game mechanics: Players are limited only by the game's mechanics.
● Direction/Misdirection: Use cues to suggest actions.
● Topology (Encourage): Use landscape/environment to suggest paths and interesting

destinations.
● Control (Quick Time Events): Briefly change the mechanic to limit agency for a

particular decision.
● Patterns (Splits/Joins): Use the structure of the narrative to manage branches (i.e.

return divergent paths to a common place).
● Patterns (Mirrorworlds): Mirror the structure of the narrative, so that the same events

unfold, but with a specific difference (e.g. a different non-playable character
alongside the player).

● Topology (Restrict): Use the landscape/environment to bar the way (e.g. a door that
only opens at the right point)

● Illusion of Choice: Give the player a cue that they have taken an important decision
even when they have not.

● Agnostic Characters: Allow the player to make extensive character decisions, which
have no effect on the story.

● Control (Cut scenes): Take control away from the player and make an important
decision in a non-interactive cut scene.

3.2 Narrative Urgency

Urgency is defined as “the quality of being very important and needing attention
immediately” (Cambridge, n.d.). Urgency in a narrative context somewhat differs from that
definition. The ones who coined the term narrative urgency, Gjøl et al. (2019), describe the
concept as “the desire to act in accordance with optimal narrative coherency”. For a player to
understand a narrative, it first requires them to create a mental storyworld, which is their
perception of the game world and state of the story. The action that a player feels is of highest
importance thus emerges from the current storyworld. The term has yet to appear outside
research written by the authors. However, it has sometimes been referred to as a part of the
term agency, and differed from common agency through the given context.

3.3 Motivators

Hansen and Valentin (2019) describe a list of desires which motivate action in players. The
primary motives are diegetic - which are narratively driven, and extra-diegetic - which are
not narratively driven. Semi-diegetic motives fall in between. Both diegetic and semi-diegetic
motives arise from a player’s urge to follow the game’s storyworld:

● Diegetic: Desiring the best outcome or goal of a character. This is an important aspect
of urgency.

● Semi-diegetic: Connecting emotionally with a character and feeling a desire to act
based on what the character would want. Practically, this could be picking a dialogue
option that the character would react positively to, or by improving their abilities.

● Extra-diegetic: This motive tends to be driven by agency, and has the player act based
on their desire to explore all options of a game, or by pursuing what they consider
interesting.
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3.4 The Narrative Paradox

A narrative paradox occurs when the narrative is strictly controlled by the story’s author
while the player asserts their agency (Roth et al, 2018). Aylett (2000) reminds us that simply
granting a player full agency may, however, inadvertently create an unsatisfying narrative
structure as the player would be able to act freely and unguided. They also refer to the
narrative paradox as a well-known term, signifying that the area may have been extensively
researched in interactive narratives. Furthermore, they go on to explain that a story breaks
apart without a proper structure. A narrative with full agency is described by Ryan (2009) as
a bottom-up system, which is distinctively different from top-down systems, as content in
such narratives is scripted. Jenkins (2004) points out that the agency and scripted story of
top-down systems requires a balance between both elements and can therefore be prone to
narrative paradoxes. Gjøl et al. (2019) leave a solution that could balance gameplay and
narrative up to further research, but mention that making players aware of a game’s passage
of time and the consequences that come with it can result in a player’s suspension of disbelief
being kept as they act within the context of the narrative. They further explain that a player’s
suspension of disbelief may not break if the actions they take are narratively driven. The term
interactive paradox has been used to refer to the same issue as the narrative paradox, albeit
less frequently in narrative research.

3.5 The Agency/Urgency Framework

Hansen and Valentin’s (2019) Agency/Urgency framework (see Fig. 9) allows for both the
analysis and design of narrative-driven games. This will help us to understand further how
urgency is defined, and how it is used as a motivator to act in accordance with optimal
narrative coherency, in interactive media. Game elements (rules and mechanics) and narrative
elements (the story) are the foundations of the Agency/Urgency framework. The framework
consists of two loops: the agency loop and the urgency loop. The agency loop breaks down a
player’s desire to act based on the game elements that they perceive, while the urgency loop
visualises the narrative elements in order to motivate players to act in accordance with the
story. The “Game” box can be seen feeding Game Elements into the Agency Loop on the left.
Narrative Elements are fed into the Urgency Loop on the right. The loops converge in the
middle, where the Game State, Representation, or Time Progress may be updated unless the
loop ends.
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Fig 9. The Agency/Urgency Framework

From “Reintroducing Time in Games: Defining Urgency as a Motivator for Action”, by
Hansen, B.A., & Valentin, N., 2019, Det Digitale Projektbibliotek, Aalborg Universitet, p.38.

The following lists are key terms which describe each step of the Agency/Urgency
framework:

Agency terms
● Game elements: Consists of a game’s rules, systems, mechanics, as well as the

activities that are present during gameplay. Feeds into the Agency loop.
1. Game state: The current state of the game is made up of the game elements that are

present in a given situation.
2. Affordances: All the possible actions that the player can take in a given situation.
3. Agency: A player’s desire to act based on the aforementioned game elements.

Urgency terms
● Narrative elements: Consists of elements such as events, text, visuals, and cutscenes.

Feeds into the Urgency loop.
1. Representation: A game’s representation is made up of the narrative elements that are

present in a given situation.
2. Storyworld: A player’s perception of the digital world, as well as what the current

story is.
3. Urgency: A player’s desire to act in accordance with the narrative context, rather than

the game elements.
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Overlapping terms
4. Action: A player can act either based on the agency or urgency they feel. An

agency-motivated action may be to kill an NPC to earn experience points for the
avatar, while an urgency-motivated action in the same scenario could be to kill the
NPC because they are threatening the life of someone else.

5. Change: Depending on what action the player took, either the game state or
representation changes. The change in game state may be that the avatar levels up
after killing the NPC. A change in game state can also lead to a change in affordances
and agency. The change in representation could be that the person who was rescued
thanks the avatar for saving their life. This in turn could change the storyworld and
urgency.

6. Time progress (narrative): Another change that may happen is a player’s perception of
time. As time can be seen as a chain of events, the most recent event may be
perceived as time progression by players. The player may, e.g., remember an earlier
NPC who they had to defeat, as well as what has happened between that event and the
present.

3.6 Formal Analysis of Gameplay

Lankoski and Björk (2015) mention that a formal analysis of gameplay is a commonly used
method in game studies, and has been used in both the finding of design patterns and in the
study of aesthetics. This method presents three general categories for events in a narrative:

1. “Obligatory narrative events”
2. “Events happening in between obligatory narrative events”
3. “Event that might not happen in a one-game instance”

Games come in different event structures, which means the structure that the authors break
down in Ico (2001) may not look the same in other games if the designers’ control over the
event structure is looser. The authors also refer to the building blocks of games as
“primitives”, which are made up of three categories:

● Components: Game elements that can be manipulated by either the player or the game
system, as well as the boundaries which restrict other game elements.

● Actions:

○ Player actions: Initiated by the player. Speaking with an NPC is a player
action, even if the NPC is the first one who talks, for example.

○ Component actions: Actions that are perceived to come from the components.
Components which can act may require a degree of agency. An NPC who
initiates a discussion with the player can be classified as a component action.

○ System actions: Actions which appear not to come from either the player or
components. Transitioning between scenes is an example of a system action.

● Goals: These are generally the goals of a player, and affect the game state once a goal
is fulfilled or failed. The game can present both short and long term goals, which vary
in significance. A short term goal could be to improve a character, while a long term
goal could be to defeat the final boss.
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3.7 Time in Video Games

Zagal and Mateas (2010) have created what they refer to as “a generalization of all
event-based frameworks for analyzing game temporality”. They describe a few different
temporal frames that are utilised in video games, two of which are:

● Gameworld time: A set of events within a gameworld’s representation. Time limits
and day-night cycles fit in this category.

● Fictive time: Can be established by putting a temporal label on elements in a game.
Rounds could be labeled as days, while a time limit could become an in-game
deadline, for example.

One game can include several different temporal states depending on the gamestate, and there
are different ways of establishing narrative frames. It can be done through dialogue,
flashbacks, cutscenes, etc. The player can better understand what narrative frame they are in
based on the visual style, audio, and dialogue that is being used. Switching between frames
can result in something the authors describe as temporal anomalies, which are inconsistencies
between how time flows in the game and our perception of time in the real world. The
concept of temporal bubbles is one such anomaly. A temporal bubble can occur when time in
one frame stands still, while time in another frame moves forward. Transitioning between
them will be dissonant when compared to time that moves at the same rate at all times, for
example.
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4 Methodology

This section aims to provide context as to what the limitations of this research is and what
caused it. The steps which were taken to analyse Persona 5 are also documented in
chronological order.

4.1 Scope

This paper conducted a close reading on Persona 5 to find out which elements are utilised to
support the narrative structure that it possesses. The game as a whole was not analysed, but
rather specific activities and events which were expected to succeed in managing to keep
narrative urgency while giving the player agency, as those foci would aid the research in
limiting the narrative paradox. Aspects of other games’ urgency that could be argued to be
problematic was also presented using The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt as an example, though such
analyses were limited as to not deviate from the close reading. Close readings of several
games were considered, but was ultimately decided against to limit the scope. This way, an
analysis limited to Persona 5 could also be conducted more thoroughly.

Lankoski and Björk’s (2015) qualitative approach “Formal Analysis of Gameplay” was used
in the analysis. Specific elements, in this case game systems, were closely examined to
provide an understanding of them so that they could be described in detail. This method was
chosen to provide a structured approach to analysing games, as it includes a step-by-step
breakdown of primitives and event structures. Working with an established methodology
allowed the close reading to begin earlier and be conducted more efficiently. For times when
the conducted analysis was insufficient, the results could be contrasted against other sources,
such as information available online via gameplay videos or guides.

“Narrative urgency” was coined by Hansen and Valentin in 2019 and became a focal point of
this paper. Worth prefacing is that narrative urgency as a concept is recent and not as
established as agency, which means the existing research into its role as a primary motivator
is limited. Although this paper supports narrative urgency as a motivator, validating its role
was not the aim of the research.

4.2 Analysing Persona 5

The primary method of which Persona 5 was analysed with was through individual
playthroughs of the game. The first analysis was a thorough playthrough conducted to find all
activities that the player can do, while the second was conducted through two different
playthroughs of this section of the game. One of the playthroughs consisted of completing
Kamoshida’s Palace as soon as the option became available, while the Palace was completed
towards the end of the section in the other playthrough. All confrontations with the other
playable characters were noted, as well as significant narrative events. This was done to get
an understanding of how the game motivates action while the player is not in control and how
it differs based on a player’s actions. The central analysis was limited to the available
activities and events which occur between the in-game dates of 18/4 and 2/5, though
mentions of events outside those dates proved necessary to provide further context. This
section was chosen as it is the first prolonged pause in the plot - something that is later
referred to as a Plot Bubble. All available activities that pass time throughout that section
were documented. Online guides, tutorials, wikis, and gameplay videos were used to
fact-check the notes which had been taken. Documenting all activities was done through a
close examination of Yongen-Jaya, Shibuya, and Aoyama-Itchome, which are the three
locations available during that time. These activities were then sorted according to three
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categories of events that Lankoski and Björk (2015) presented in “Formal Analysis of
Gameplay”. Other categories of events were added, however, as important distinctions
between certain types of events were found.

Three activities in the game were chosen and analysed further. The purpose of the analysis
was to find out how effectively the activity keeps the urgency of the narrative, thus avoiding
causing a narrative paradox, despite being one of many non-obligatory activities that the
player can choose from. The roles of the events were documented to find out how obligatory
and non-obligatory events affect the narrative. Hansen and Valentin’s (2019)
Agency/Urgency framework was then used to conduct a deeper analysis of a few of those
events. This allowed for a structured analysis of what choices the player is given, what effect
their actions have on the narrative by documenting agency-based motivation in one loop and
urgency-based motivation in another. Each step of the two loops in the different events were
broken down and analysed according to Agency/Urgency framework, wherein the provided
motivation was noted. An explanatory text was written after each table, which served to
explain the effects that the loop has on players according to whether the two loops repeated in
unisense or if they were irregular. This could conclude which desire: agency or urgency, was
stronger in the event. It was then possible to observe whether or not the experienced narrative
added to the urgency of the current situation or if the activity served a different purpose.

The Plot Bubble was coined to explain the narrative structure wherein those events and
activities take place, drawing inspiration from Zagal and Mateas’ (2010) temporal bubble.
The elements that Persona 5 utilises to limit the narrative paradox in its events were
explained in accordance with how they work in unisense with the Plot Bubble. The positives
and negatives of each element were then described for game designers who may wish to use
the Plot Bubble themselves.
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5 Analysis & Results
Returning to the problem at hand: granting agency in a game world may inadvertently lead to
players choosing to pursue activities which have no connection to the game’s narrative. This
results in a lack of urgency in the context of the story. Thus, the design of the game must
consciously create activities which motivate urgency in players.

5.1 Agency techniques in Persona 5

Millard’s (2016) list of agencies can be seen in effect in Persona 5. Influenced agency is a
technique used to direct the player’s attention to useful actions in the game. The story will
move forward at specific in-game dates rather than waiting until the player wishes to pursue
the main narrative, which will end in a fail-state unless the player acts before certain
deadlines. Time therefore becomes an important influencer of player agency as it directs the
player to pursue activities that can prepare them for the inevitable deadline. Further direction
is regularly provided as time progresses by means of dialogue cues. Primitives which provide
direction will be listed throughout the analysis.

Furthermore, the game provides false agency by linking the player’s actions to the main
narrative, despite the authored story being linear. This is notably done through flashforwards
that occur each time a new Confidant is befriended, regardless of whether or not the
Confidant was obligatory to meet. Although no agency is used during cutscenes which the
protagonist is not present in, false agency is otherwise regularly used to give the player
dialogue choices which result in different dialogue outcomes. These outcomes serve only to
provide the illusion of choice, and do not influence the authored story, but may affect how the
player perceives the narrative on a smaller scale. Dialogue options in Confidant scenes
instead have partial agency, as the player’s choice affects how efficiently the player is able to
rank up that Confidant. These outcomes do not provide the illusion of choice as they directly
influence the Confidant system, but still provide no influence over the authored story.
Furthermore, at the start of the game the player is limited as to where in the city they can
travel, as they have yet to unlock other locations, either through the story or through
non-obligatory events. In these instances the game restricts the topology in order to apply
another type of partial agency.

5.2 Using Lankoski and Björk’s (2015) Formal Analysis of Gameplay

The formal analysis was used to categorise the primitives of Persona 5. The following
section details our findings.

5.2.1 Primitives

Components
The following section will describe the relations between the components of Persona 5. Each
Daily Life activity is linked to a respective component that the player can use their action to
participate in. The components will be marked with italics. Time is the most commonly
encountered component in the game, as many actions make the game system advance time
upon completion of the associated event. Time is represented in the form of dates and
different times of day. Working part-time and defeating enemies in the Palace are the primary
ways of earning money. Social Stats are primarily increased by doing activities that improve
Social Stats (see Table 9), but can also be increased by spending time with certain
Confidants, answering class questions, sleeping, working part-time, crafting tools, or making
coffee. Delving into the Palace, sending a Calling Card, and stealing the Treasure in the
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Treasure Room are the only ways of proceeding in the plot, and must be done in sequential
order. Cast events happen on certain days and what is conveyed by the characters will be
different if the player has yet to find the Treasure Room, if they have not sent the Calling
Card, or if the Treasure has been stolen. These events happen either as the player waits for
the train to school, during school, directly after school, or through messages sent to the
protagonist’s phone. Cast events can serve to give the player direction, or to provide urgency.
Direction events work as narratively-connected tutorials for what actions the player can take.
Student events act exclusively as direction events during this section of the game and
automatically happen at the beginning of certain days (see list of student events in Table 5).
The player will learn about certain activities on specific days (see list of obligatory narrative
events in Table 5) and will then be advised to do the presented activity. As an example, the
date 20/4 has two direction events happening in sequential order. The first is a student event
where you learn about part-time jobs and the second is a cast event where the characters
motivate the player to get a part-time job. These events are meant to direct the player to an
activity that will help prepare them to take on the Palace.

Actions
Component actions

● All events that are part of the list of obligatory narrative events (see Table 5) are
component actions, as it can be perceived as though the events happen due to the
action of participating characters.

● Cast events are component actions as what the characters do depends on at what point
of the story the player is. Cast events (see Table 6) are used to direct the player.

Player actions
● Events happening in between obligatory narrative events (see Table 7) are player

actions that overcome formal, obligatory, long term goals. They have a goal structure
requiring the player to complete them in sequential order.

● Daily Life activities (see Table 9) are player actions. Some are motivated by the game,
such as working part-time. These are non-obligatory goals.

● Confidant activities (see Table 10) are player actions that are sometimes motivated by
the game. These are non-obligatory goals.

System actions
● Advancing time
● Raising Confidant rank (gives boons/abilities)

As time is the most commonly recurring component, the most common system action is
advancing time. This is done to limit the number of actions the player can take before the
time to complete the main objective runs out. Advancing time happens after most activities
and will not trigger without player action. It also serves to cycle which activities are available
to the player, as well as to trigger events.

Goals
● Events happening in between obligatory narrative events are formal, obligatory, long

term goals. They have a goal structure requiring the player to complete them in
sequential order.

● Daily Life activities and Confidant activities are non-obligatory goals.

5.2.2 Events

Obligatory narrative events
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● Found in Table 5 in Appendix.
● Events that happen in the same order in all playthroughs.

Other narrative events

● Found in Table 6 in Appendix.
● These events are cast events. The narrative of the event will differ depending on

which Thievery events have been completed (see Table 7).

Events happening in between obligatory narrative events

● Found in Table 7 in Appendix.
● These events must happen for a player to be able to proceed, but which in-game date

the event happens on is up to the player. If these events do not happen before the
deadline, the player fails and gets a game over. The game categorises these events as
“Thievery”.

The following five “dates” are the times where the main plot advances:

● 18/4 Mission start (The player is given agency)
● ??/? Find treasure room (Can take one or more days depending on how far you get in

the palace)
● ??/? Send calling card (On a later date than Find treasure room)
● ??/? Steal Kamoshida’s treasure (Day after sending calling card)
● 2/5 Board meeting (Time Limit)

Outside of these five dates there are no events that advance the plot in this time-span, thus
creating “plot bubbles” in between them. Anything you do in a Plot Bubble will not advance
the plot. With the agency that you are given you can do a variety of different activities, one of
which is entering the “palace”. This is how you get to the “send calling card” plot event.
“Steal Kamoshida’s heart” must be completed at least a day before the board meeting. Below
is a visualisation of a Plot Bubble, which appears once there’s a break in the plot progression.
Time and narrative may still advance throughout this period.

Fig 10. The Plot Bubble

Even though the events other than these do not advance plot, many actions you can take still
affect the main narrative.

Events that might not happen in a one-game instance

● Daily Life activities

○ Found in Table 9 in Appendix
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○ Daily Life activities primarily used to increase Social Stats are found in Table
9 in Appendix

● These events are all non-obligatory, though doing them will greatly help the player.
The game categorises these events as “Daily Life”.

Confidant activities

● Found in Table 10 in Appendix
● Spending time with your confidants.

○ These are activities that are not always available. They will often give you
mechanical benefits and let you get to know the person better narratively.
They sometimes provide motivation for a current task or give you a new task.

○ A flashforward happens when you gain a new confidant.

Other events

● Ryuji or Ann asks to go into the Palace while the protagonist is waiting on the train.
● Ryuji or Ann asks to go into the Palace by sending a message to the protagonist’s

mobile phone.
● Ryuji or Takemi ask to meet up. Talking to them will advance their respective

Confidant ranks. Takemi will send a message regardless of whether or not the treasure
has been stolen, while Ryuji will always ask to go into the palace first if it hasn’t been
stolen.

● Ryuji or Ann send messages in the group chat during school/in the evening.
● Morgana interactions after school/in the evening. These interactions will be about the

palace or calling card if those events are yet to be completed, and will otherwise be
about recommended Daily Life/Confidant activities.

5.2.3 Time

All in all you have 24 days to complete the mission, and on the 25th day your game will be
over if you haven't. Each day consists of several parts, in two of which the player can assert
your agency. This leaves us with a total “action-economy” of 48 actions you can take. All
Thievery events however do take up an entire day (2 actions), and the player has to do at least
three of these in order to complete the mission. Thus, we are left with a maximum of 45 total
actions, those three included.

5.3 Using Hansen and Valentin’s (2019) Agency/Urgency framework:

The Agency/Urgency framework was used to analyse three non-obligatory events with
varying connections to the plot. They were thus expected to have differing effects on the
narrative. This section details the results and their meaning.

5.3.1 Hanging out with Ryuji

Table 2. The Agency/Urgency loop for Ryuji

Game State: After School 19/4.
Ryuji’s Confidant rank is currently 1.

Representation: Joker is standing in
a classroom. There is a message on
the screen of your phone from Ryuji.

Affordances: All actions that do not Storyworld: You are a student in a
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pass time and one main action that
will pass time.

high school in Tokyo who just after
finishing class for the day receives a
text message from your friend Ryuji,
stating that he wants to hang out.

Agency: See list of activities in
Tables 7-10.

Urgency: You have a goal to “steal
Kamoshida's Treasure” before 2/5.
You want to get stronger. Ryuji
wants to hang out and train in order
to get stronger.

Action: Hang out with Ryuji.

Change in narrative: You are now hanging out with Ryuji.

Change in Game state: Spending
time with Ryuji.

Change in Representation: Joker
and Ryuji are in the same scene.

Affordances: Further the
conversation.

Storyworld: You are training and
conversing with Ryuji. You learn
about Ryuji’s past with Kamoshida.

Agency: Choose conversation
options.

Urgency: Diegetic: Make Ryuji
happy.

Action: Choose the best conversation option.

Change in Narrative: Time passes. You now know Ryuji’s history with
Kamoshida which gives you further incentive to “steal his heart” and defeat

him.

Change in Game State: Evening
19/4. Ryuji’s Confidant rank is now
2 (making him stronger in battle).

Change in representation: It is
evening. Joker stands inside café
Leblanc.

Affordances: All actions that do not
pass time and one main action that
will pass time.

Storyworld: You just got home after
spending the day with Ryuji.

Agency: See list of activities in
Tables 7-10.

Urgency: You have a goal to “steal
Kamoshida's Treasure” before 2/5.

The events taking place in this table are shown in figures 11 - 16 in Appendix.

Here we can see how the non-obligatory event to hang out with Ryuji translates into the
Agency/Urgency framework. In relation to the framework, a narrative paradox normally
occurs when there is a change in game state, affordances, and agency without having a
change in representation, storyworld, and urgency, or vice versa, which leads to creating an
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unsatisfying narrative structure as either the player asserts their agency without seeing a
change in the narrative and storyworld or that the narrative is being strictly controlled while
the player is applying agency. This means that game state, affordances and agency does not
change while the urgency side of the framework does.

In the case of this event though, we can see that when the player is taking the action using the
agency given to them, a change happens on both sides of the framework as well as in the
narrative. What this implies is that when the player asserted their agency in this event, a
change in representation, storyworld, and urgency as well as narrative happened. Not only
that, but the player also started the event having diegetic motivation to do so, being directed
towards it by getting the message from Ryuji, which makes it make sense from a narrative
standpoint. The player then comes out of it with a stronger diegetic motivation to complete
the main narrative.

Something to take into consideration is that this is still a non-obligatory event in which its
narrative aspects are linked to the current part of the story - the section of time where you are
trying to “steal Kamoshida’s heart”. This means that the player can start the event later in the
game as well. In that scenario, the event would still tie into the narrative but would not
provide you with further urgency or motivation, since Kamoshida would already have been
defeated.

The next two examples are not so obvious and it could be argued that narrative paradoxes still
occur in these instances but there are, however, still elements that limit these paradoxes.

5.3.2 Hanging out with Takemi

Table 3. The Agency/Urgency loop for Takemi

Game state: After school. Representation: Joker is standing in
Takemi’s Medical Clinic

Affordances: All actions that do not
pass time and one main action that
will pass time.

Storyworld: You have overheard
Takemi and others talking about an
“enhancing drug”.

Agency: See list of activities in
Tables 7-10.

Urgency: You have a goal to “steal
Kamoshida's treasure” before 2/5.
You are trying to find ways to get
“stronger” in order to do that.

Action: Talk to Takemi.

Change in Narrative: You confront Takemi about the “enhancing drug”.

Change in game state: Talking to
Takemi.

Change in representation: Joker
and Takemi are having a
conversation.
They move to another room.
Joker and Takemi are in the
examination room.
Joker is holding a cup with
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something in it.
Joker swallows what is in the cup
and faints.

Affordances: Further the
conversation.

Storyworld: You and Takemi talk
about the “enhancing drug”.
You head into the examination room.
Takemi agrees to let you purchase
the “enhancing drug” if you agree to
participate in her clinical trials.

Agency: Choose conversation
options.

Urgency: Try to get a hold of the
“enhancing drug”.

Action: Choose conversation options.

Change in narrative:
Flashforward to the interrogation room.

You have made a deal with Takemi to become her guinea pig for medical
experiments so that she can perfect a certain medicine.

Change in game state: Your
confidant rank with Takemi is now
1. Guts increase. Evening.

Change in representation: It is
evening. Joker stands inside café
Leblanc.

Affordances: All actions that do not
pass time and one main action that
will pass time.

Storyworld: Sae knows that
someone with medical expertise has
helped Joker. You have made a deal
with Takemi that allows you access
to “better” items in her store.

Agency: See list of activities in
Tables 7-10.

Urgency: You have a goal to “steal
Kamoshida's treasure” before 2/5.

The events taking place in this table are shown in figures 17 - 23 in Appendix.

In the case of “hanging out with Takemi”, there is a narrative incentive to seek her out as the
player has previously received direction from the game that she is a doctor that has access to
and sells medicine and performance enhancing drugs that can be useful while inside palaces.
What is interesting for this event though, is the flashforward sequence. If the player opts to
spend time with Takemi, making a deal with her by doing so, she will become a Confidant.
Something that occurs when you gain a new Confidant is that a flashforward scene takes
place. You find yourself sitting in the interrogation room, present time, as Sae, the prosecutor,
points out that you must have had someone with medical expertise help you and asks how
you were able to treat your wounds.

This specific flashforward only occurs because of this non-obligatory event but even so, it
ties into the main narrative. Since this part of the game takes place in the past, having a
character in the present narratively acknowledge your action makes it a canonical retelling of
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the true narrative. It seems to the player that this event was always meant to take place and
establishes it as a part of the main story.

This is not an absolute though, as you can wait to do this event until the last part of the game
where it catches up to the present and thus making it so that the event would not trigger the
flashforward.

5.3.3 Working at the convenience store

Table 4. The Agency/Urgency loop for the convenience store

Game state: 20/4 From early
morning to after school.

Representation: Joker is moving
through a scene, walking behind two
characters who are having a
dialogue. Joker is sitting in a room
with other characters (school). A text
conversation is happening, followed
by more dialogue.

Affordances: All actions that do not
pass time and one action that will
pass time.

Storyworld: On your way to school
you overhear two students talking
about jobs. In class you get a
message from Ryuji saying that you
need money to buy equipment. Ann
suggests getting a part-time job.
After class Morgana also mentions
that getting a job would be a good
idea.

Agency: See list of activities in
Tables 7-10.

Urgency: You have a goal to “steal
Kamoshida's treasure” before 2/5.
Through what you have heard today
it seems like getting a part-time job
is a way to eventually have a better
chance to do so.

Action: (Apply to and) work at the convenience store.

Change in narrative: You now have a part-time job.

Change in game state: You can
now afford things you might not
have before. You can see what dates
are available for you to work at the
convenience store.

Change in Representation: Your
money amount has increased. Joker
stands inside café Leblanc.

Affordances: All actions that do not
pass time and one action that will
pass time.

Storyworld: Joker now has a
part-time job. You have more money.

Agency: See list of activities in
Tables 7-10.

Urgency: You have a goal to “steal
Kamoshida's treasure” before 2/5.
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The events taking place in this table are shown in figures 24 - 29 in Appendix.

One day in class you are contacted by your teammates and you talk about needing money to
be able to buy better equipment. Earlier that day you had heard some other students talk
about part-time jobs and the topic comes up in your current conversation. It is presented as a
good way to earn some money. In Persona 5, working a part-time job is a non-obligatory
event that passes time. This activity does not progress the main narrative, only a side
narrative, as can be seen in the agency/urgency framework examples. Through direction,
however, the player gains a diegetic motivation to do this non-obligatory activity. This
direction is shown in figures 24 - 27 in Appendix.

It will also help Joker and his friends towards achieving their narrative goals mechanically.
With our current definitions this would still count as a narrative paradox, but through
direction and by having diegetic motivation (that this will help towards completing the main
narrative) the paradox is somewhat limited.
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6 Discussion
By analysing Persona 5 and using the theories, applying our method, and then taking the
results into consideration, we believe we have been able to detect structures and recurring
elements that it uses to avoid and limit narrative paradoxes. In the following section we will
discuss, in depth, how they are used in Persona 5 and how they could potentially be used in
different contexts.

6.1 The Plot Bubble

The temporal bubble as described by Zagal and Mateas (2010) can occur when the player
transitions between temporal frames, where time in one frame stands still while time in the
other frame progresses. Persona 5’s narrative structure functions in a similar fashion. The
temporal bubble will be used as a foundation for a new term that we will refer to as the Plot
Bubble, which will aid us in discussing the characteristics of said narrative structure. The
events happening in Persona 5 can be divided into two frames:

Frame A. The designer’s authored plot.
Frame B. The player’s perceived narrative.

Frame A is the plot as authored by the game’s designers. This frame presents the plot through
linear events. The player is participating in these events, but are stripped of their agency, and
can therefore not act freely within them. The primary agency techniques used in this frame
are no agency and false agency (Millard, 2016). Frame B consists of events that can happen
in a non-sequential order. Many of these events are non-obligatory (see Tables 7-10), while
others are required to progress in the narrative (see Table 7 for the list of Thievery activities).
The player has a high level of agency during Frame B, and is rarely required to participate in
events that happen in an authored, sequential order (see Table 5 for the list of obligatory
narrative events).

6.1.1 How is the Plot Bubble used in Persona 5?
Partial agency and false agency are regularly used agency techniques in this frame. The
events happening before the in-game date of 18/4 all happen in sequential order and function
as the game’s introduction. The game returns to presenting events in a sequential manner at
the beginning of the in-game date 2/5, which acts as the game’s deadline. It is then possible to
conclude that the in-game dates of 18/4 through 1/5 make up the events of Frame B as the
structure of the narrative changes during this section of the game. This structure is key to the
gameplay of Persona 5, as the game transitions between these two frames each time a new
deadline and, in turn, a new Palace is presented. A player acting on their agency in Frame B
will not influence the direction in which the plot moves but can have a direct effect on the
player’s perceived narrative as to which events occur and when they do is decided based on
what the player feels an urgency to do.

An important distinction between the temporal bubble and the Plot Bubble is the detrimental
effect of pausing one temporal frame while the player acts in another. Our findings point
towards that splitting the narrative structure up into narrative frames can have a positive
effect. After all, the structure of Persona 5 can be argued to coincide with Gjøl et al.’s (2019)
hypothesis that the narrative and storyworld can be combined to create a relationship that is
both dynamic and complementary. This is done by making the player “aware of time and its
consequences, but not constricted by it”, due to the relationship between the two frames and
the calendar system the game utilises. The calendar system is a crucial element used to keep
the player’s suspension of disbelief, as each action taken will advance time toward the
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inevitable deadline. These findings provide merit to the idea that Gjøl et al.’s (2019)
hypothesised design can be more coherent than traditional narrative structures. Our aim has
been to answer the authors’ open question regarding what game mechanics can invoke a
sense of urgency that maintains a balance between gameplay and narrative, which could in
part be answered by presenting Persona 5’s calendar. However, the effects that the system has
on the agency and urgency could not be sufficiently noted without first describing the
narrative structure and, in turn, the Plot Bubble.

6.1.2 How can the Plot Bubble be used to limit the narrative paradox?
An author can utilise a plethora of narrative elements to tell their story in a video game. Some
common elements are cutscenes and railroading, which both make sure that the player
perceives the plot as the author intended. Even open-world games may have such sections in
the form of main story missions, as can be seen in The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt. These missions
are what we previously introduced as Frame A: the designer’s authored plot. There may be
times during the main story mission where the player is limited to a single area. The player
might then feel urgency and diegetic motivation when making choices, but their options have
become severely limited. In other words: the agency becomes limited. Agency returns in
between main story missions as you have full access to the world again (Frame B), but
urgency may decrease if you do non-obligatory activities that don’t support the narrative,
creating a narrative paradox. This may make the player perceive the narrative as less urgent
than how the characters are reacting, which can also break the suspension of disbelief. One
limitation of the Plot Bubble as used in Persona 5 is that Frame B does not affect the events
of Frame A. An example is how ranking up a Confidant to the point that the protagonist
enters an intimate relationship with that character during Frame B will not affect how that
character interacts with the protagonist during Frame A. Another example is how completing
all tasks necessary to advance the plot will require the player to wait until the deadline
regardless of how swiftly they finish, meaning that the plot does not change. The narrative
does change as there will be a split in the topics which the characters talk about leading up to
the deadline depending on the player’s progress, but the branches of dialogue will rejoin once
the player reaches that date.

The Plot Bubble could potentially be used more dynamically by having the player’s actions in
Frame B have an effect on the plot as experienced in Frame A. This could be done by, for
example, having the cast act differently based on the player’s previous interactions with them
or by having optional characters play a role in the plot if the player has connected with them.
A lack of such a dynamic could make the Plot Bubble reliant on other narrative elements that
can provide urgency during Frame B. Important to note is that the Plot Bubble requires that
the plot during which it is used must allow for a break wherein only the narrative proceeds. A
narrative paradox may still occur if the Plot Bubble is used during an urgent section of the
plot as the player would have the ability to act without regard to the narrative context.

6.2 Effective narrative elements which limit the narrative paradox
Persona 5 uses a few narrative elements particularly well to make the perceived narrative of
Frame B coincide with the authored plot of Frame A, which avoids creating narrative
paradoxes: Providing direction to the player, using fictive time, and storytelling through
flashforwards.

Direction can be used effectively during Frame B of the Plot Bubble, as it can suggest a
course of action for the player to take without limiting the possible actions. This can be done
by directing the player through diegetic or semi-diegetic motivation using narrative elements
such as cutscenes or dialogue to make them act based on the narrative urgency they feel.
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Direction can be widely used in games with a Plot Bubble structure, as it guides the player to
actions that do not go against the narrative context. It could potentially provide context to all
actions so that none go against the narrative. The downside of using direction to provide
narrative urgency is that actions have to be designed to provide this desire, which requires
additional effort when deciding how the action fits the narrative. The amount of narrative
urgency the player feels in comparison to how much agency they exert may also differ
depending on the action, which could make certain actions more lucrative.

Fictive time is used to put a temporal label on the game’s “rounds”. Although the player is
limited to 48 actions that they can use to pursue activities, they are never explicitly told this
information. Time is instead used to represent the action economy, as the player learns which
actions pass time. Hansen and Valentin (2019) has narrative as one of the outcomes in their
Agency/Urgency framework, and portrays it as a consequence of the passage of time. Each
action the player takes creates a mental timeline of events. The consequences of the player’s
actions is made clear as the deadline draws nearer with each passing day which, as explained
by Gjøl et al. (2019), can allow the player to keep their suspension of disbelief as they are
motivated to act in accordance to the narrative context. Fictive time can help us understand
why Persona 5 can use direction so effectively, as a natural “break” occurs between
“rounds”. The game does not have to rely on the player using their agency to seek out
information or activating a cutscene, but can instead insert it using these “breaks” in time. Of
course, giving a player information without having them using agency in, for example, a
real-time game would still work but could be a lot more intrusive.

A game’s limited time, and the cost of each action, must be clearly communicated to the
player so that they are aware of the time they have left. An action that takes up more time
than anticipated may lead to confusion or frustration as the player is left with less time than
they had planned for. For example, sending the Calling Card in Persona 5 takes up an entire
day, which means the player may not infiltrate the Palace until the day after. The tutorial
which presents this information appears only as the player is about to send the Calling Card,
which would result in a fail-state if the following day is the deadline.

Flashforwards is a more specific element, and may not fit all narratives, but can be used to
connect a player’s actions in the past with the true narrative that is presented in the
flashforwards. Flashforwards can have both a passive and an active effect on the narrative.
The passive effect is that everything that does not result in a fail-state becomes a retelling of
events that have canonically happened, since the gameplay occurs in the past. All actions can
therefore be argued to be in character, which is an effective way of providing context to all
player actions. The active effect is when an action triggers a flashforward. This further
connects the action to the true narrative by giving it more meaning. A practical example of
this is the flashforward that occurs each time the player unlocks a new Confidant in Persona
5. It is worth noting that time in Persona 5 eventually progresses past the flashforward point,
meaning that the remainder of the game is played in the present. The advantages of the
flashforward are lost once the game proceeds past that point.

The Agency/Urgency framework can, as shown in section 5.3, be used to break down events
into distinct loops which provide either player agency or narrative urgency. It could be argued
that the framework could then be utilised to create events as well. This area of utility is as of
yet unproven, but could potentially identify what level of agency and urgency is respectively
presented through the current affordances and storyworld. These desires could then be
influenced by the designers as they see fit to efficiently avoid causing narrative paradoxes in
the game’s non-obligatory events.
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7 Conclusion

A player’s suspension of disbelief breaks when they experience inconsistencies in the game
world. The narrative paradox is one such inconsistency and occurs when the story is put on
hold because a player uses their agency to pursue activities which are not related to the
narrative. We set out with the goal to analyse Persona 5 to find out what methods and
elements it uses to limit narrative paradoxes by breaking it down using Formal Analysis and
applying the Agency/Urgency framework to events in the game.

Players are often required to overlook inconsistencies in game worlds to become immersed,
which is an inefficient but necessary step they must take to ignore narrative paradoxes and
other ludonarrative dissonances. We have identified several elements in Persona 5 used to
minimise the issues created by narrative paradoxes, those issues being breaking or
diminishing players suspension of disbelief and players putting the story on hold, creating an
unsatisfying narrative structure. We believe that these elements could assist game designers in
creating cohesive and believable worlds with urgency that arises from the player’s agency.

The first of these elements is the Plot Bubble. The purpose of the proposed Plot Bubble, as
described in section 6.1, is to provide a tool which designers can prevent players from putting
the story on hold by splitting a game into sections with a varying level of agency. This allows
the designers to present the plot throughout a frame with limited agency, while then being
able to provide the player with more agency in another frame. The authored plot must be
designed with such breaks in mind to prevent a narrative paradox when pausing the plot.
Persona 5 was chosen not just because the game utilises Plot Bubbles in its storytelling, but
due to its clear communication and presentation of this structure. We used the aforementioned
Formal Analysis to find several narrative elements that are used together with the Plot Bubble
to limit or avoid the narrative paradox. Several of the game’s events proved to serve the same
role, namely to use other characters to provide a narrative context to non-obligatory tasks, in
something we refer to as direction events. Direction is used to suggest a course of action for
the player while at the same time not limiting their agency. In these cases, the game is
indirectly avoiding narrative paradoxes by giving the player diegetic or semi-diegetic
motivations to do certain actions, being directed toward them. An expectation we had before
the analysis began was that examples would be found where Persona 5 contradicts Roth et
al.’s (2018) idea that a player acting while the narrative is being strictly controlled causes
narrative paradoxes. One could see the narrative as being strictly controlled, as the plot is
linear and does not wait for the player before progressing. On the other hand, the player is
able to freely act and the perceived narrative changes as a consequence. The definition of
control over players could therefore be argued to be subjective. A video game’s success at
contradicting the definition therefore comes down to whether “control” means limiting a
player’s overall agency or their agency over the narrative. Persona 5, however, might also be
circumventing this completely by having the player assert their agency at times where the
narrative is not strictly controlled by the story’s author and vice versa.

The Plot Bubble will require further use in close readings of applicable games to prove its
validity as a tool for constructing and analysing narratives, whereafter it could be iterated
upon or potentially expanded into a unified framework for pacing the progression of
narratives and the agency provided to players. The five levels of agency (see Table 1) showed
promise in breaking down the mechanisms used to provide not only agency, but also urgency,
in the different narrative frames of the Plot Bubble. Striking a balance between agency and
urgency is essential to avoid or limit narrative paradoxes. The Agency/Urgency framework
was used to analyse three non-obligatory events in Persona 5 to measure how effectively the
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narrative paradox was avoided in each instance (see section 5.3). This framework could
potentially be used not only to analyse games, but also to design actions that progress the
perceived narrative and therefore avoid causing narrative paradoxes.
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Appendix

Table 5. Obligatory narrative events

Event
number

In-game
date

Component Event description Role

1 18/4 Mission Start The player is now free to act as
they see fit in order to steal
Kamoshida’s Treasure. The day
starts with Kamoshida
confronting the protagonist
about his expulsion.

Give agency

2 19/4 Student event Learn about reading books, and
where you can rent or buy, by
students outside school and
Morgana.

Direction

3 19/4 Class
question

The first obligatory question at
school. The player can choose
from three different answers,
one of which is correct. A
correct answer grants +2
Knowledge.

Increasing Social
Stats

4 20/4 Student event Learn about applying for
part-time jobs.

Direction

5 20/4 Cast event Ryuji says they are in need of
money to purchase weapons
and medicine, and Ann
recommends getting a
part-time job. Morgana then
reminds the player that they
can apply for part-time jobs.

Direction

6 22/4 Student event Learn that some things are only
available for a limited time or
during specific seasons.

Direction

7 23/4 Class
question

The second obligatory question
at school.

Increasing Social
Stats

8 25/4 Student event Learn about the Nostalgic
Steak at the diner.

Direction

9 25/4 Class
question

The third obligatory question at
school.

Increasing Social
Stats
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10 27/4 Student event Learn about raising Social
Stats by doing activities in the
city, reading books, and more.

Direction

11 27/4 Class
question

The fourth obligatory question
at school.

Increasing Social
Stats

12 30/4 Class
question

The fifth obligatory question at
school.

Increasing Social
Stats

13 2/5 Deadline The Board Meeting. The game
ends if Kamoshida’s Treasure
has yet to be stolen by the day
of the Board Meeting.

Time limit

Table 6. Other narrative events

Requirement for the event
to occur

Event description Role

The palace has not been
cleared.

Ryuji or Ann asks to go into
the Palace while the
protagonist is waiting on the
train.

Direction

The palace has not been
cleared.

Ryuji or Ann asks to go into
the Palace by sending a
message to the protagonist’s
mobile phone.

Direction

No requirement. Ryuji or Takemi ask to meet
up.

Direction

No requirement. Ryuji or Ann send messages
in the group chat during
school/in the evening.

Direction,
Urgency/Motivation

No requirement. Morgana interactions after
school/in the evening.

Direction,
Urgency/Motivation

Table 7. Events happening in between obligatory narrative events

Event
number

In-game
date

Key
components

Event description
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1 18/4 - 29/4 Palace The Palace can be entered however
many times that the player needs
between the 18th and 29th of April. The
player can either decide to enter Palace
on their own volition or by agreeing to
meet up after being asked to do so by
Ann, Ryuji, or Morgana.

2 18/4 - 29/4 Palace,
Treasure Room

Reach the end of the Palace to find the
Treasure Room.

3 19/4 - 30/4 Calling Card Sending the Calling Card is an action
the player can take after finding the
Treasure Room.

4 20/4 - 1/5 Treasure The Treasure must be stolen the day
after the Calling Card has been sent.
This event must happen before the day
of the Board Meeting.

Table 8. Events that might not happen in a one-game instance

Component Activity Description Role

Jobs Working part-time The player is compelled by Ann
and Ryuji to work part-time to be
able to afford better gear.
Morgana says this is a better way
of earning money than inside the
Palace. Working will also improve
your social skills.

Earning money

Workbench Crafting tools Morgana teaches the player how
to craft tools that can be useful
inside of the Palace. The player
may then spend time to craft
these. Crafting tools also
improves your Social Stat;
proficiency.

Getting items,
increasing Social
Stats

Junk-littered
floor

Tidying your
room

This is a one-time activity,
suggested by Morgana, that will
unlock the ability to train in your
room.

Unlocks the
training chair

Laundromat Doing laundry This activity cleans dirty
equipment that is found inside the

Improves dirty
equipment
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palace. This improves the
statistics of the equipment.

Training chair Training Morgana suggests that the player
train their body in order to get
stronger. This will effectively
raise your HP when you are inside
palaces.

Increases HP

Coffee
machine

Making coffee Coffee is a useful item that you
can use in palaces.

Getting items

Bed Sleeping Going to bed early will
occasionally improve the
relationship with one of your
Confidants or raise one of your
social skills.

Increasing Social
Stats, improve
Confidant
relationship

Table 9. Daily Life activities primarily used to increase Social Stats

Component Activity Description Role

Study corner Studying Improves knowledge and
sometimes guts.

Increasing Social
Stats

Batting cage Batting Improves proficiency and grants
prizes.

Increasing Social
Stats, getting
items

Bath house Bathing Improves charm. Increasing Social
Stats

TV Watch TV/DVDs Will improve your stats depending
on what you watch.

Increasing Social
Stats

Books Read books Will improve your stats depending
on what you read. Can also unlock
optional areas.

Increasing Social
Stats, unlocking
Hangout Spots

Table 10. Confidant activities

Activity Mechanical benefits Role

Talk to Ryuji Increases Ryuji’s confidant
rank by 1. The player
unlocks the ability to brew
coffee inside Leblanc

Direction,
Increasing Social Stats,
Create diegetic motivation,
Improve Confidant
relationship
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Talk to Sojiro Increases Sojiro’s confidant
rank by 1.
The player unlocks the
ability to brew coffee inside
Leblanc & explore
Yongen-Jaya during
evenings.

Improve Confidant
relationship

Talk to Takemi Increases Takemi’s
confidant rank by 1.
The player unlocks a larger
assortment of healing items
that can be used inside
palaces.

Increasing Social Stats,
Improve Confidant
relationship
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Fig 11. Joker receives a text message from Ryuji

Fig 12. Cont. text conversation with ryuji

Fig 13. Hanging out with Ryuji
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Fig 14. Choosing conversation option while hanging out with Ryuji

Fig 15. Jokers bond with Ryuji is growing stronger

Fig 16. Ryuji’s confidant rank increases
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Fig 17. Joker hears a rumor about Takemi

Fig 18. Joker hears a rumor about a performance enhancing drug

Fig 19. Joker decides to spend time with Takemi
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Fig 20. Hanging out with Takemi

Fig 21. Joker makes a deal with Takemi

Fig 22. Flashforward, Sae makes a conclusion
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Fig 23. Takemi’s confidant rank increases

Fig 24. Overhearing students talking about jobs

Fig 25. The group is in need of money
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Fig 26. Ann suggests getting part-time jobs

Fig 27. Morgana suggests getting a part-time job

Fig 28. Working a part-time job
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Fig 29. Getting paid for working a part-time job
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